Dear Colleagues/Vice-Chancellor/Principal,

I am very happy to inform you that the Institute is awarding an oration called "Dr. Urmil B.K. Kapoor Oration", which is awarded to eminent scientists in the field of their research in Cancer and Clinical Research/Therapy in Cancer. The Contributions of the Scientist during the last 10 years shall be considered for this award.

The award carries a cash price of Rs.10000/- and a plaque. In addition, the selected scientist will be paid the air fare both ways within India and local hospitality at the AIIMS.

May I have pleasure of requesting you to send your nomination (seven copies), on the format enclosed, for the award, alongwith the candidates bio-data including list of publications and details of the work, for which he/she is to be considered for the award of this oration so as to reach the Dean, AIIMS latest by 10.10.2010. You are also requested to enclose 7 best reprints of his/her work during the preceding 10 years and also indicate whether he/she has received any recognition during the preceding 10 years.

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

(Dr. Rani Kumar)
DEAN, AIIMS

Distribution:

1. All Faculty Members of AIIMS
2. All Vice-Chancellor/principal of Universities/Medical Colleges

P.T.O.
NOMINATION FORMAT FOR DR. URMIK B.K. KAPOOR (7 COPIES)

1. Name & Designation of Candidate

2. Address, Contact no. & E-mail no.

3. Date of Birth

4. Academic Qualification

5. Experience

6. Awards/Honours

7. No. of Publications

8. Research Work

9. Membership of National/International Organisations

10. Whether Indian or Foreign National or Green card holder

11. Short Summary (about 200 words) of the most significant research contributions of the candidate for which he/she is being nominated

12. Nominated by